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Samsung ET-SFR88SGEGEU Smart Wearable Accessories Band
Green Fluoroelastomer

Brand : Samsung Product code: ET-SFR88SGEGEU

Product name : ET-SFR88SGEGEU

- Compatible watches: Galaxy Watch4, Watch4 Classic, Watch5, Watch5 Pro
Sport Ridge Band (S/M) for all Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 models

Samsung ET-SFR88SGEGEU Smart Wearable Accessories Band Green Fluoroelastomer:

Designed to stay in place
The Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 Ridge Band is designed to completely fit your wrist with a firm and stable
grip. The band is durable and sweat resistant thanks to its fluoroelastomer material.

Better performance, greater accuracy
The Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 Ridge Band maintains a comfortable and fitted grip to always provide top-
tier performance in daily fitness tracking and health monitoring. The band is designed to make sure your
Watch4 accurately measures your health ratings during light or intense workouts.
Samsung ET-SFR88SGEGEU. Product type: Band, Compatible device type: Smartwatch, Product colour:
Green. Width: 24.4 mm, Depth: 9.7 mm, Height: 117 mm. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Product type * Band
Compatible device type * Smartwatch
Product colour * Green
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility * Galaxy Watch 4
Material * Fluoroelastomer
Buckle colour Silver

Features

Protection features Sweat resistant

Weight & dimensions

Width 24.4 mm
Depth 9.7 mm
Height 117 mm
Weight 23.4 g

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
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